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A novel, simple and insitu hard mask technology that can be used to develop high aspect ratio
silicon nanopillars and nanowire features on a substrate surface is demonstrated. The
technique combines a block copolymer inclusion method that generates nanodot arrays on
substrate and an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etch processing step to fabricate Si
nanopillar and nanowire arrays. Iron oxide was found to be an excellent resistant mask over
silicon under the selected etching conditions. Features of very high aspect ratio can be created
by this method. The nanopillars have uniform diameter and smooth sidewalls throughout
their entire length. The diameter (15-27 nm) and length of the nanopillars can be tuned easily.
Different spectroscopic and microscopic techniques were used to examine the morphology
and size, surface composition and crystallinity of the resultant patterns. The methodology
developed may have important technological applications and provide an inexpensive
manufacturing route to nanodimensioned topographical patterns. The high aspect ratio of the
features may have importance in the area of photonics and the photoluminescence properties
are found to be similar to those of surface-oxidized silicon nanocrystals and porous silicon.
Introduction
Silicon and its one-dimensional nanostructures has become essential for potential applications
in integrated optoelectronic nanodevices.1-3 Thus, the fabrication of vertically aligned isoaxial Si nanostructured arrays is becoming very important. However, accurate control over
the axial crystallographic orientation of these nanostructures is necessary as it significantly
influences their electronic structure (energy gap) as well as their physical properties
(electronic transport).4-5 This Strict control of crystallography is required for the realization of
advanced device technologies including electronic field emission, chemical sensing, field
effect transistors, solar cells as well as biosensing.6-9 Of particular relevance is the possibility
of visible photoluminescence (PL) from porous Si because of applications as light sources as
well as potential for development of novel flash memory.10-11 Of course, for many

applications, it is not only crystallographic control that is necessary but also the diameter,
spacing and shape of the vertical nanostructures which need to be fabricated precisely over
large areas with high throughput and low cost. Fabrication normally requires a UVlithographic approach using a mask and etch process to fabricate the crystallographically
aligned and dimension controlled silicon nanostructures. E-beam lithography is usually used
to realise the smallest feature size structures but is of prohibitive cost and low throughput.12
As an alternative approach, self-assembly might have importance. The microphase separation
of block copolymer (BCP) thin films can provide uniform densely spaced nanometer-scale
features over wafer scale areas and is simple and cost-effective. The BCP nanopatterns can be
integrated into a lithographic method by selective removal of one block and then using the
remaining polymer as an etch mask for pattern transfer into the substrate.13-16 However, the
technique is limited for optical device application because the features generated tend to have
low aspect ratio since the films generally have thicknesses around that of the BCP domain
spacing and this results in poor etch selectivity and shape control.17 The quality of the etch
and the features formed greatly reduce the quality factor of the device.18 To overcome this
barrier, a ‘hard mask’ photoresist material with extremely high selectivity could be used.
Dielectric materials (SiO2, Al2O3 and Si3N4 etc.), various metal oxides and metals have been
used as a etch masks.19-22 Dielectric materials have much higher selectivity than conventional
photoresists but require multi-step pattern transfer processes from the pre-fabricated pattern.19
Metals (Cr, Ni), with high selectivity, are usually patterned by a lift-off technique but this can
result significant distortion of the patterns and metal etching can present challenges.20, 23 It is
also highly undesirable for the hard masks to be a permanent part of a device structure. Hence
to enable BCP lithographic methods for realisation of high aspect ratio features there is a
strong requirement to develop a methodology where a hard mask approach can be integrated
into the BCP process and provide a facile, inexpensive patterning process.

In this paper we demonstrate a method to generate a patterned inorganic oxide hard mask
material (iron oxide) via a simple and cost-effective diblock copolymer inclusion technique.
The hard mask enables extremely high pattern transfer fidelity into silicon with a capability to
produce structures orders of magnitude thicker than the original mask thickness. Using
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch techniques, the fabrication of the densely packed,
size uniform, high aspect ratio silicon nanopillar and nanowire arrays with good sidewall
profiles can be shown. ICP etch methods are an advanced and sophisticated processes to
provide highly anisotropic profiles with excellent control over selectivity to mask materials
using low pressure plasmas which generates high density ion fluxes. Further, by
independently controlling both the plasma density and the momentum imparted to the ions,
significant improvements in control of the structures can be attained. We also show that the
hard mask used can be easily removed with any significant pattern damage.
Experimental Section
Single crystal B doped P type silicon (100) wafers (Thickness 650 μm, resistivity 6-14 ohmcm) with a native oxide layer were used as a substrate. These were cleaned by ultrasonication
in acetone and toluene for 30 min each and dried under a nitrogen stream. The detail of the
preparation of iron oxide nanodot array was described elsewhere.24-25 Polystyrene-bpoly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) diblock copolymer was purchased from Polymer Source
Inc. and used without further purification (number-average molecular weight, Mn, PS = 42 kg
mol–1, Mn, PEO = 11.5 kg mol–1, Mw/Mn = 1.07, Mw: weight-average molecular weight). PSb-PEO was dissolved in toluene to yield 0.9 wt% polymer solution at room temperature. The
PS-b-PEO thin film was formed by spin coating the polymer solution (3000 rpm for 30 s).
The film was exposed to toluene/water (50:50, v/v) mixed vapour placed at the bottom of a
closed vessel kept at 500C for 1h under static vacuum. The film was immersed in ethanol at
40 0C for 15 h to obtain the activated film. Different concentration iron (III) nitrate

nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3,9H2O) in ethanolic solutions were spin-coated onto the activated film.
UV/Ozone treatment was used to oxidize the precursor and remove polymer. The nanodots
were further annealed at 8000C for 1h. These iron oxide nanodot arrays were used as a hard
mask for pattern transfer onto the substrate. Pattern transfer was accomplished using an STS,
Advanced Oxide Etch (AOE) ICP etcher. The system has two different RF generators, one, to
generate and control the plasma density by direct connection to the antenna coil, while the
other one was used to adjust and control the energy of ions by connecting it to the substrate
holder. A double etching process was used to, firstly, etch the native silica layer and,
secondly, the silicon substrate. During etching, the sample is thermally bonded to a cooled
chuck (100C) with a pressure 9.5 Torr. For the oxide layer etch, the process parameters were
optimised to a C4F8/H2 gas mixture (21 sccm/30 sccm) using an ICP coil power of 800 W and
a Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) power of 80 W. The silica etch time was kept constant (10 sec)
for all the samples. For Si pillar fabrication, the process used a controlled gas mixture of
C4F8/SF6 at flow rates of 90 sccm/30 sccm respectively and the ICP and RIE power were set
to 600 W and 15 W respectively at a chamber pressure of 15 mTorr. The height of the Si
pillars was varied by simply varying the Si etch time. For the removal of iron oxide nanodots,
the substrate was immersed into 10 wt% aqueous solution of oxalic acid dihydrate (C2H2O4,
2H2O) for 2 hours at room temperature, washed with water several times and dried.
Surface morphologies were imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Company,
FEG Quanta 6700 and Zeiss Ultra Plus). Samples were prepared for TEM cross sectional
imaging with Zeiss Auriga - Focused Ion Beam (FIB) dual beam system containing a high
resolution field-emission SEM and Ga+ cobra ion columns with 2.5 nm resolution and were
further imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Titan). X-Ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were conducted on a Thermo K-alpha machine with Al Kα
X-ray source operating at 72 W. FTIR spectra were recorded on infrared spectrometer (IR

660, Varian). The photoluminescence measurements were carried out at room temperature
with a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer LS 50 B). Raman spectra were
recorded using a SPEX 1403 monochromator equipped with a dc detection device. The 488
nm laser line of an Ar ion laser was used for excitation with an output power of 20 mW.
Results and Discussion
The methodology of preparing ordered arrays of iron oxide nanodots was based on formation
of a microphase separated PS-b-PEO thin films by solvent annealing.26 This provides a
nanopattern consisting of hexagonally arranged, vertically oriented (to the surface plane) of
PEO cylinders in PS matrix. The marked chemical difference between PS and PEO allows
the selective inclusion of metal ions into the PEO block and avoids any component removal.
Prior to the inclusion of the inorganic component, the PEO blocks were ‘activated’ by ethanol
which accelerates the inclusion of metal cations or colloidal entities into the cylinders
probably via either intra- or intermolecular coordination through electron donation from the
PEO block oxygen atoms. UV/ozone treatment was used to convert the polymer-inorganic
component combination into a rigid oxide pattern and is effective because of its’ ability in
converting non-volatile inorganic compounds into oxides whilst removing organic
components. The as prepared iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanodots have uniform size and shape and
their placement mimics the original self-assembled block copolymer pattern. The nanodots
have good thermal stability and strong adherence to the substrate surface but the annealing at
800 0C causes the transformation of the phase to Fe2O3.
Scheme 1 illustrates the process flow diagram of the fabrication of ordered aligned Si
nanopillars by pattern transfer into Si substrate using iron oxide nanodots as a hard mask.
Scheme 1A shows the formation of a hexagonal array of iron oxide nanodots on the substrate
prepared by block copolymer inclusion technique as described above. A rapid silica etch
process is followed to remove the exposed native silica layer on top of the substrate whereas

the oxide layer underneath iron oxide nanodots (mask) remained unaffected (Scheme 1B).
The pattern transfer process is pursued by the Si etch process during which the substrate area
directly below the mask is protected from the etch gases and only the exposed silicon is
removed. This process results in the formation of the Si nanopillars with a layer of native
oxide and iron oxide at their uppermost surface as illustrated in Scheme 1C. The Si
nanopillars with same structural arrangement and lateral dimension are obtained after
removal of iron oxide nanodots (Scheme 1D).
Fig. 1a shows dense (4.2 x 1010 cm-2) hexagonally ordered iron oxide (Fe2O3) nanodots on
the substrate prepared by the BCP inclusion technique. The nanodots are well adhered to the
substrate after annealing at 8000C for 1h, with a diameter 21 nm, height 7 nm and the centre
to centre nanodot spacing 42 nm. Pattern transfer via silica and silicon etches created Si
nanopillar arrays with Fe2O3 nanodots at top of the pillars. The top-down SEM image (Fig.
1b) demonstrates a densely packed, uniform, ordered arrangement over large areas after the
pattern transfer. The significant contrast enhancement (compared to Fig. 1a) suggests pattern
transfer has occurred. The high resolution SEM image in the inset of Figure 1b also reveals
the hexagonal ordered pillars have an average diameter of 21 nm at a spacing of 42 nm. This
implies that the etching does not damage the original pattern to any extent. A mild oxalic acid
aqueous solution was used to remove the undesired Fe2O3 mask from the top of Si nanopillar
arrays. Fig. 1c shows the structures are unaltered by the oxide removal and show only silicon
structures with a native silica layer at their upper surface. The average height of the Si
nanopillars is around 500 nm (measured from the cross-sectional SEM image shown in Fig.
1d) for a 10 minute Si etch time. The higher magnification image in Fig. 1d (bottom) shows
the pillars of uniform diameter along their length and no shadowing effect of mask is
observed. Further, smooth sidewalls are observed.

Fig. 2a shows FTIR absorption spectra of the etched sample before (I) and after (II) iron
oxide removal to reveal the composition of the Si nanopillars on Si substrate. Two major
features centred at 678 cm-1 and 1070 cm-1 are detected for both the samples. The band
centred at 678 cm-1 can be assigned to neutral charged oxygen vacancies possibly
nonbridging oxygen hole centers (NBOHCs) or similar compounds in β-cristobalite, a silica
polymorph.27 It has also been reported that the peaks between 660─690 cm-1 are an indicative
of high density Si-Si bonds.28 Since the peak is present for both the samples and silica is a
minor component in these samples, the second assignment is much more likely and suggests
that the major component is silicon for both the samples and that the pillars are largely silicon
in nature as will be confirmed below. The feature at 1070 cm-1 is associated with stretching
vibration modes of the Si-O-Si bonds in SiO2.29 For clarity, the insets shows corresponding
magnified spectra in the range between 1000-1300 cm-1. As these peaks do not undergo any
important changes, it can be argued that no restructuration occurs during iron oxide removal
process. An additional strong peak at 540 cm-1 is observed for the etched sample (Fig. 2a(I))
and corresponds to the most intense peak for hematite.30 This peak disappeared after oxalic
acid treatment (Fig. 2a(II)) and so confirms removal of the iron oxide nanodot component.
The spectra also showed bands centred at 1170 cm-1 and 1235 cm-1 are assigned to C-F
stretching vibrations.31 The band at 1235 cm-1 corresponds to a C-F stretching vibration
where covalent bonding predominates.32 These peaks are typical of substrates etched with
fluorine containing gases.33
In order to quantify the surface composition, XPS analyses were performed on the etched
samples before and after iron oxide removal process. Fig. 2b shows typical XPS survey
spectrum of the sample after a 3 min Si etch and confirms the presence of Si, C, O, F and Fe.
The Si, O and Fe features originate from the Si nanopillars, the native oxide layer and iron
oxide nanodots at the top of the pillars respectively. However, the intensity of C1s feature is

significantly greater than might be expected from adventitious contamination during sample
preparation etc. It is likely that the F1s peak is formed during the etch process (as there was
no sign of fluorine before etching). To investigate further, additional high resolution C1s, F1s
and Fe2p spectra were recorded. Fe 2p core level spectrum (inset of Fig. 2b) consists of two
sharp peaks associated with Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2 at 711.3 and 725.1 eV accompanied by high
binding energy satellite structures (+8 eV shift). The absence of a feature at 714.5 eV implies
that metal fluoride (FeF3) is not produced during the etch process.34 These data are consistent
with the existence of Fe+3 (Fe2O3) ions only.35 The C1s spectrum shown in Fig. 2c exhibits
two major components at 285 eV and 289.2 eV. The peak at 285 eV is assigned to
adventitious carbon and the other peak is attributed to the carbon atoms covalently bonded to
the fluorine atoms (C-F bond).36 The F1s XPS spectrum (inset of Fig. 2c) exhibits a sharp
peak at 689.3 eV corresponds to fluorinated carbon atoms (C-F).36 The absence of a metal
fluoride peak (around 685 eV) again confirms only the Fe2O3 phase is present in the sample.34
These results suggest the generation of perfluorinated C-F (CF2 or CF3) during the etch
process. Fig. 2d shows the survey spectrum of the etched sample after iron oxide removal
clearly implies effective removal of iron oxide. All other peaks remain unaffected and
suggest that the oxalic acid solution has little or no effect on the structure. The intensity of the
Si features increases as the iron is removed as might be expected. The high resolution Si 2p
spectrum (inset of Fig. 2d) provides information about nature of the Si and its compounds.
The spectrum consists of one strong peak at 99.3 eV corresponding to zero-valent Si and
another weak peak at 103.4 eV assigned to the silicon oxide phase close to silica. Hence, the
XPS results confirm the presence of silicon nanopillars on the substrate with a native oxide
layer at top.
The diameters and heights of the resultant patterns can be varied by changing the diameter
of the oxide mask and the Si etch time respectively without altering other processing

conditions. At the longer etch times, well defined nanowire arrays can be formed. Figs. 3a, b,
c, d and e shows the cross-sectional SEM images of the hexagonal patterned uniform Si
nanopillars (or nanowires) with vertical smooth sidewalls of average heights about 50 nm,
100 nm, 150 nm, 400 nm and 500 nm for 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 8 min and 10 min Si etch
periods respectively. All the images demonstrate good coverage of the nanopillar/nanowire
arrays over a large area. The diameters of the nanopillars are almost equal throughout its
entire length, no narrowing or broadening effects are observed. The images reveal quite
narrow distribution of the aspect ratio of the pillars. The higher magnification images shown
in the inset of Fig. 3c and d exhibits vertical rows of silicon pillars of height 150 nm and 400
nm for 3 min and 8 min Si etch times. The variation of average nanopillar height with the Si
etch time is shown in the inset of Fig. 3e. The nanopillars height increases linearly with etch
time at a constant rate 50 nm min-1. Different iron oxide nanodot diameters (by changing the
concentrations of the iron precursor24) are employed produce Si nanopillars with different
diameters. A large area SEM image (Fig. 3f) shows the ordered arrangement of the pillars of
average diameter 27 nm and height 150 nm. Hexagonal featured aligned Si pillars of average
diameter 15 nm can be accomplished with 3 min etch time (inset of Fig. 3f). From the SEM
images, a very narrow distribution of the iron oxide nanodot diameters was observed and this,
in turn, produces nanopillars of uniform diameter over the entire sample area. The diameters
of the nanodots can only be varied over a narrow size range of 15-27 nm for the particular
PS-b-PEO BCP used here, but it should be noted that the diameters as well as the spacing
between the nanodots can be altered by use of BCPs of different molecular weight. It is noted
that different concentrations of the iron precursor solution altered the nanodot diameter as
well as the thickness of the resultant nanodots (which is clearly an important parameter in the
pattern transfer process). As the precursor solution prepared typically consists of a large
volume fraction of ethanol, the free volume of the PEO activated cylinders is predominantly

filled by ethanol, thus, the quantity of the inorganic component within the PEO cylinders
depends on the concentration of the precursor used. In this way, the diameter and thickness of
the nanodots are directly proportional to the precursor concentration to a certain extent. Thus,
different aspects ratio nanopillars can be realized either by changing the diameter of the mask
or by varying the etch time. No surface roughening or pattern damage is seen with decreasing
the diameter or increasing the height of the pillars.
Fig. 4a and b shows the cross sectional TEM images of the array of etched (60 sec)
nanopillars fabricated on (100) Si substrates, before and after iron oxide removal
respectively. The images reveals ordered arrays of Si nanopillars of about 50 nm long with
the expected 42 nm centre-to-centre spacing between them. Fig. 4a clearly shows the iron
oxide nanodots with distinct contrast difference at the top of the pillars. These features are
completely removed after the acid removal process (Fig. 4b). The higher magnification TEM
image shown in the inset of Fig. 4a reveals the layered arrangement of silicon, silicon oxide,
iron oxide at the top of the nanopillars. All the pillars were found to maintain a rectangular
profile with smooth sidewalls and there is almost no diameter variation along the length. Note
that the nanopillars are not damaged during the oxide removal process and their original
profiles and arrangement are unchanged (Fig. 4b). Direct high resolution TEM imaging of the
pillars following FIB thinning was not possible because of silica deposition during the FIB
treatment. In order to reveal the crystalline structure of the Si nanopillars after the oxide
removal process, Pt was directly deposited onto the nanopillars and samples FIB thinned. Fig.
4c shows identical ordered arrays (front and back rows) of Si nanopillars after iron oxide
removal. The EDAX spectrum obtained along the length of the nanopillars reveals the
presence of Si, Cu and Pt (inset of Fig. 4c). The absence of Fe again proves the effective
removal of the iron oxide. In the HRTEM image, ordered atomic planes i.e single crystalline
structure can be observed on two of the nanopillars shown in Fig. 4d (left). The higher

resolution image of the marked area shows the lattice fringes with a spacing 3.12 Ǻ across the
pillars agrees reasonably well with cubic fcc structure of Si (111) lattices planes.37 The
nanopillars were axially oriented at angle 540 with the (111) lattice planes and is consistent
with a (100) growth direction i.e. identical to the orientation of the initial Si wafer. Thus,
highly dense uniform 1D silicon nanopillar arrays with controlled crystallographic orientation
could be created through selective etching of the silicon wafers of chosen orientations. TEM
also reveals a very thin amorphous layer at the surfaces of the nanopillars and this might be
either a native oxide or residual C-F polymer formed by etching. Fig. 4d (right) shows the
continuous clear lattice fringes across the junction between Si wafer and the nanopillar
indicates the absence of defects or stacking faults formed during etching.
The crystalline property of the Si nanopillars on Si substrate was further examined by
Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectrum obtained is nearly Lorentzian in shape and an
intense peak is observed at 520 cm-1 and can be readily assigned to the first order transverse
optical phonon mode of crystalline silicon (inset of Fig. 4c). This peak observed is in the
centre of the Brillouin zone which is due to the conservation of quasi-momentum in crystals.
The absence of other peak in Raman spectra confirms that the nanopillars retain the
crystallinity of bulk silicon wafer.
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed on the ordered arrays of Si
nanopillars on the Si substrate aged for 10 days in ambient air. For the measurement, all the
samples were immersed in oxalic acid solution (to remove the hard mask iron oxide
nanodots), dried and placed at ambient air. The PL spectra of all the samples are almost
similar, no apparent band shift or intensity difference was observed. Fig. 5 shows the PL
spectrum of the Si nanopillars created after 3 minutes Si etch on Si wafer at room
temperature. The PL band is intense with a Gaussian-like characteristics centred at 666 nm
(~1.86 eV) under a 325 nm excitation wavelength. The same PL spectral region has been

reported in literature for different Si/SiO2 based structures.38-41 This band position is typical
for non-bridging oxygen hole centres (NBOHC) in bulk silica.42 Note that the NBOHC model
of light emitters has also been suggested to explain visible PL from porous silicon43 and Qin
et al.44-45 explained the visible emission from native oxide on Si wafers which originates from
luminescent centres exist in the silica skins of nano-Si particles. As the pillars fabricated here
are exposed to ambient air, there is always a native oxide layer exists on top as well as
sidewalls of the Si nanopillars. It is, therefore, suggested that the PL band from the Si
nanopillar arrays is associated with the native oxide exist at the top/sidewall of the pillars.
Further, it is suggested that the luminescent centres originate from the oxygen deficient
defects in the Si-SiO2 interface region. It is noted that the PL intensity will be dependent on
the aging time (i.e. oxide thickness) and also with the increase of height of the Si nanopillars.
The methodology used here was centered around a pattern transfer technique using an
‘insitu’ iron oxide hard mask process combined with a carefully tuned plasma etc. It is
worthwhile discussing the etch chemistry in some detail. In order to provide the structural
control of features needed, ICP power and DC bias were set to low-to-moderate levels to
avoid heating of the samples, while gas flow rates were chosen to provide short gas residence
times and hence an ample supply of etch species. The thin layer of silicon dioxide was etched
using a combination of C4F8/H2 gases. C4F8 exhibited highest silica etch rate among a series
of fluorocarbon gases used but pure C4F8 gas flows showed poor etch selectivity presumably
because of high concentrations of F atoms/radicals formed in the plasma.46 The addition of
hydrogen reduces the silica etch rate due to reduction of reactive species by simple dilution
and also by the formation of HF. This also helps in the formation of CFx (x ≤ 2) radicals
which increases the etch selectivity conformity through the formation of carbon-fluoro
polymers at the sidewall.33 Fluorine gas chemistry was used to etch the silicon substrate. To
avoid sidewall corrugation or scalloping, a sequential etch/deposition process was used. The

chopping Bosch Si etch technique47 is utilized which can be realized by sulphur hexafluoride,
SF6, as the etching gas and octafluorocyclobutane, C4F8, as the passivation gas. During
etching step, SF6 was injected into the chamber from which atomic fluorine can be generated
by different collision processes in the plasma. These ions are driven down to the substrate by
the electric field derived from the potential between the plasma and the substrate. Atomic
fluorine is an aggressive radical that reacts with unmasked silicon through the reaction:
Si + 4F → SiF4
Where SiF4, tetrafluorosilane is a volatile etch product and was removed by pumping. After
few seconds of etch step, SF6 is terminated instantly and C4F8 gas is injected into the chamber
to begin the passivation phase. During this phase, CF2 is formed from C4F8, which adsorbs on
the etched surfaces and forms a teflon-like polymer passivation layer.
n CF2 + * → (CF2)n
The process is then again switched to the etch step where CF2 molecules are removed by
combination of physical ion sputtering and chemical reactions. Due to directional ion
bombardment of the substrate, polymer removal rate is greater for the horizontal surfaces,
thus the sidewalls remains protected during the etch phase. A well balanced gas flow rates,
etch times, and deposition steps were key to attaining high aspect ratio patterns with vertical
sidewalls. Also, as the substrate temperature is 100C, the polymer passivation layer was far
from both the melting and freezing regimes, and this was also necessary for the production of
smooth and vertical sidewalls. Though the process is terminated with an etch phase and a
well balanced phases are timed, but still there is issues of incomplete polymer removal as
revealed by XPS studies. A very thin amorphous polymer layer might exist on the sidewalls
of the pillars as observed in HRTEM (Fig. 4d) otherwise they will be correlated with the
broadening of the base. However, the Teflon-like polymer can be useful as an anti-stiction
film.48

The selection of mask material is an important factor to control over primarily on aspect
ratio of the features, sidewall profile and etch roughness. A higher selectivity of the mask
over silica and silicon is required to achieve the desired features because the mask interacts
with the etching process parameters. No narrowing of the base of the pillars was observed
indicates robust nature of the mask. It is believed that there is no measurable degradation of
iron oxide nanodots during the etch processes as their dimensions remains unchanged and the
unaltered chemical composition of the oxide phase can be observed. The oxygen gas was
strictly excluded from the chamber as it erodes the mask and retards the Si etch rate. As
reported by Nakayama et al. that a thin iron oxide layer can perform as an excellent resistant
mask to iron fluoride formation in the absence of oxygen.49 Similarly, the erosion of Ni mask
was seen to decrease with the oxygen content as it forms a thin oxide layer on the surface.23
The methodology described here offers the advantage of high mask resolution on small
feature sizes (~ 15 nm) without mask-induced roughness or undesired sloping of the
sidewalls. To date, there are some reports on the use of metal and oxide masks (Ga, SiO2,
alumina etc.) with good selectivity but either they are grown or deposited as uniform layers
followed by pattern transfer (from another material or resist) to that mask and this increases
the number of processing steps or suffers from challenges with mask removal without pattern
damage.19, 50-51 Here, we have demonstrated iron oxide as an easy removable highly selective
mask material over silicon. The relatively simple mask fabrication procedure with the
standard existing etch recipes could significantly improve the manufacturing yield and reduce
fabrication costs.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the iron oxide nanodots prepared by a simple and cost
effective block copolymer inclusion technique are an excellent resistant mask for silicon
under the etch conditions that were developed. Large area ordered periodic rectangular cross

section Si nanopillar or nanowire arrays is fabricated with a smooth vertical sidewall profiles.
The diameter and length of the nanopillars was precisely controlled by changing the diameter
of the nanodots and increasing the etching time respectively without altering their shape. The
effect of the etching parameters on the mask and the substrate is demonstrated in terms of the
mask stability and interactions between them. The hard mask could be easily removed
without significant pattern damage. The nanopillars observed were crystalline with desirable
uni-axial crystallographic orientation. NBOHC was suggested as the source of light emission
from the Si nanopillar arrays similar to that seen for porous silicon. The large area controlled
periodic Si nanopillar arrays with desirable crystallographic orientation that are fabricated
here demonstrate that BCP lithography can be an important component in the manufacturing
of future nanoscale devices that employ silicon.
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Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the fabrication of Si nanopillar arrays: (A) hexagonal
ordered iron oxide nanodots on Si substrate with a native oxide layer, (B) nanodots after SiO2
etch, (C) nanopillars formed after Si etch and (D) Si nanopillars with a native oxide at top
after removal of iron oxide.

Fig. 1 SEM images of (a) hexagonal ordered iron oxide nanodots on Si substrate, (b)
nanopillar arrays with iron oxide nanodots at top formed after pattern transfer onto silicon, (c)
Si nanopillars after removal of mask and (d) cross-sectional image of 500 nm long Si
nanopillars. Insets of (b) and (d) shows corresponding higher magnification SEM images
revealing the hexagonal arrangement.
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Fig. 2 (a) FTIR absorption spectra of the etched sample before (I) and after (II) iron oxide
removal. Insets shows corresponding spectra in 100-1300 cm-1 range. XPS survey spectra of
the nanopillars on Si substrate (b) before and (d) after removal of iron oxide. Insets of (b) and
(d) shows corresponding high resolution Fe2p spectra. (c) and inset shows high resolution
C1s and F1s spectra. Inset of (d)(right) illustrates Si 2p spectrum.
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Fig. 3 Cross sectional SEM images of Si nanopillars with different diameter and height (a) 21
nm, 50 nm, (b) 21 nm, 100 nm, (c) 21 nm, 150 nm, (d) 21nm, 400 nm, (e) 21 nm, 500 nm, (f)
27 nm, 150 nm and (f, inset) 15 nm, 150 nm respectively. Inset of (c, d) shows oriented Si
nanopillars with 42 nm spacing between them. Inset of (e) shows the variation of nanopillar
height with etching time.
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Fig. 4 Large area view of FIB thinned TEM cross sectional image of nanopillars on Si
substrate (a) before and (b) after iron oxide removal process. Corresponding insets shows
higher magnification TEM image, clearly depicts the presence and absence of iron oxide
nanodots respectively. (c) TEM images of 150 nm long Si nanopillars arrays. Inset of
(c)(right) EDAX spectrum along the length of a nanopillar. (d) HRTEM image shows
continuous fringes across the junction of the nanopillar and Si substrate, Pt nanoparticles also
noticeable deposited during preparation of FIB thinned sample. Inset of (c)(left) shows the
Raman spectrum of Si nanopillar arrays on Si substrate.
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Fig. 5 PL spectrum of Si nanopillar arrays on Si substrate.

Graphical abstract:

A novel, simple, cost effective and insitu hard mask technology is used to develop high
aspect ratio silicon nanopillar and nanowire arrays over wafer scale. Iron oxide was found to
be an excellent resistant mask over silicon. The nanopillars are crystalline with desirable uniaxial crystallographic orientation having uniform diameter and smooth sidewalls throughout
their entire length. The aspect ratio of the nanopillars can be easily controlled.

